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RABA’S OVERARCHING POSITION

An inclusive aviation policy is required that:

Acknowledges that the traditional “one size fits all” approach to policy and regulation needs to 

be changed if a level playing field is to be secured. 

Responds to the industry’s need for a comprehensive and coherent framework that articulates 

clear roles for airports of all shapes and sizes.

Highlights the contribution airports can make to the UK’s future aviation and economic needs.    

Commits Government to ensuring they have the best possible opportunities to grow 

sustainably.



RESPONSES TO GREEN PAPER 
CONSULTATION

A series of topics dealt with in Powerpoint format

Topic Relevance
Regional Access Agenda Including to an expanded Heathrow, proposed PSO protocols, and UK 

region to region connectivity all made more urgent by evolution of Flybe / 

flybmi’s demise

Disproportionate Costs Issue The UK airport market is not a level playing field, partly by actions of 

government and regulators that bears down disproportionately on the 

smaller/ weaker.

Contribution to Economic Development Potential partners with government. Contribute to regional initiatives such 

as City Deals and regional equivalents of the Northern Powerhouse that are 

already underway.

Strategic Value of Regional Airports Raise the policy recognition of regional airports actual and potential roles 

including business development and employment clusters to secondary and 

tertiary cities and remote and peripheral areas across the UK

Land Use, Terrestrial access at Regional Airports Counter the bias for large airport projects

Aviation Training and Skills Development Strong potential role for regional airports to play a significant role

This topic follows here



GENERAL COMMENTS

Market Failure



MARKET MECHANISMS

In UK regional aviation free markets fail to allocate resources efficiently due to:

1. Oligopolistic character of airport competition – significant entry barriers and scale economies

2. Capacity constraints within the airport system based on planning system

3. Imbalances in treatment of Transport Modes relating to investment, subsidy, security, passenger 

rights.  The rail/air subsidy regulation imbalance is instructive. (e.g. ERAA 2011 - Air and rail: 

Setting the record straight report)

4. Disproportionate regulatory and tax cost burdens permitting larger airports to further 

exploit their market power. (see recent RABA Group report on this issue)

5. Very few domestic routes have two airlines operating in competition



• Private ownership should be the default governance model for UK airports – there is a pre-

conception that the UK airports sector is pre-dominantly privately owned and that is invariably a better 

form of stewardship of key infrastructure assets than any public governance model; in our view both are 

wrong and produce bad policy because it makes a mix of ownership models tailored to different functional 

and geographical requirements more difficult.

• Over-reliance on market forces – the industry is highly regulated and many places structurally  

monopolistic/oligopolistic in nature – this results in dis-economies, market distortions and difficulty 

in accessing to resources and securing associated wider benefits of value to many.

• Targeted interventions needed and welcomed - Govt needs to be less recalcitrant and more pro-

active where interventions can bring strategic operational, economic/tourism, social and 

environmental benefits - PSOs, RDFs, surface access, skills, financial support for strategically important small 

airports (e.g. islands, aerospace centres, military joint use) and facilitate realisation of airport related 

development to help long term commercial sustainability. The is great scope for low cost, positive, high value 

interventions that would attract local support.

• Greater engagement is required to ensure airport policy is integrated with 

industrial/city/regional policy - to ensure the wider economic benefits airports offer through enhanced 

connectivity and role as economic gateways and employment clusters are properly and fully exploited 

e.g. growth partnerships, Freeport/Free Trade Zones, Enterprise zones, range of simplified planning policies).

POLICY SHIBBOLETHS TO CHALLENGE



AN EXPANDING HEATHROW

Market Failure



Policy Context

• Better domestic connectivity has been recognised by both the Davies Commission and DfT as an 

important component of the case for a third runway at Heathrow.

• The idea that all parts of the UK should have convenient access to the national hub airport for 

onward connectivity to a wide range of global destinations is a powerful one.

• It was critical in securing sufficient political support for a new runway at Heathrow when the 

National Policy Statement came before Parliament last year and is an important part of the 

obligations the National Policy Statement published in June 2018 requires the DCO that HAL is 

preparing to demonstrate have been delivered.

• With this in mind RABA, with its strong regional membership, has offered its support to HAL for its 

third runway proposals, under the terms of their joint MoU.

• But as part of the 2050 Aviation Strategy and DCO processes RABA and other stakeholders are 

seeking greater clarity about which UK cities and regions should benefit from enhanced connectivity 

to Heathrow.



Many Lists of Domestic Destinations at an Expanded Heathrow 
Have Emerged

As far as RABA is aware, in 2015 

the National Connectivity Task 

Force produced the most 

extensive analysis of potential 

new domestic connectivity 

associated with Runway 3 to date

Indicative maps have subsequently 

been drawn up by HAL in 

discussion with potential 

operators Flybe and EasyJet

The NPS includes tables of 

possible new links but describes 

the content of  these as 

“illustrative”; no definitive work 

undertaken to develop eligibility 

criteria and understand 

accessibility requirements across 

the UK in the context of possible 

slot availability



“The Government recognises that air routes are in 

the first instance a commercial decision for airlines 

and are not in the gift of an airport operator. But 

the Government is determined that new routes 

will be secured, and will hold Heathrow Airport to 

account on this. The Government requires

Heathrow Airport to demonstrate it has worked 

constructively with its airline customers to protect 

and strengthen existing domestic routes, and to 

develop new domestic connections, including to 

regions currently unserved.” 

Draft NPS Consultation Document

Government’s Recent Statement on the 

Domestic Slots Issue



EXTENDING DOMESTIC LINKS TO 
HEATHROW

• DfT interpretation of its public commitment that up to 15% of new slots will be ring-fenced for 
regional connections appears be to include creating competition on existing routes, rather than 
add new connections – since then NQY and GUE have secured slots; are they now exempted?

• DfT proposing only 14 domestic destinations with R3 – HAL originally identified a network of 
18 and John Holland Kay promised to link ‘all parts of the UK’ to a national hub at Heathrow

• DfT appear to have backed off initial enthusiasm to use PSO to ring-fence; now only if not 
delivered commercially or with HAL RDF.  Those qualifications are new and not in the spirit of 
the original commitments given to Parliamnet when it voted on the NPS.

• Both Easyjet and Flybe have said they would serve wider range of destinations; even HAL 
originally 18; we consider RABA to small a number and believe the network of domestic 
connections should be closer to 22 or 23, with one stop connections offered to airports that 
are more than 2-3 hours total travel time to Heathrow and not within that network.

• Note:- RABA Group includes the Crown Dependencies and their needs in our deliberations.



EXISTING AND PROPOSED DOMESTIC 
LINKS TO LHR

DfT in Aviation NPS & Green Paper

• ABZ, BHD, EDI, GLA, MAN

• INV, LBA, NCL

• NQY*

• BFS, LIV, HUY, DVTA, PIK

• Not include Crown Dependencies

• 14 in total

*Added since NPS published

Airline Proposals

• ABZ, BHD, EDI, GLA, MAN

• INV, LBA, NCL

• NQY*

• EasyJet: DTVA, HUY, DSA, CWL, EXE, JER, 

IoM, GUE*, LDY, PIK, BFS (20)

• Flybe: DND, LDY, IOM, PIK, CAX, LIV, 

DTVA, DSA, HUY, NWI, GUE, JER (21)

• Combined: Would be 24 destinations



HALR3 - Domestic Slot Allocations

The principle that there will be ‘additional slots allocated for domestic air services to Heathrow 

when a new runway opens (or beforehand)’, was established as a cornerstone of the case presented 

to Parliament as part of the affirmative resolution for LHRR3 – any back-tracking would raise 

question marks about whether that parliamentary support will still remain in place.  

Both HAL and DfT have also been looking at the potential legal and commercial mechanisms that 

could give practical effect to this principle.  What is not so clear however, is:

- how many slots will be ring-fenced;

- which regional destinations they will serve;

- when they will become available;

- at what price; and

- will they attach to the route in perpetuity (as the Secretary of State has repeatedly indicated).



A RABA Slots Study

RABA’s focus is on developing and securing support for a transparent objective and robust 

methodology for determining volume of slots required for regional airports not currently 

connected to Heathrow or with sub-optimal frequency (e.g. Inverness)

However we also recognise that Heathrow has a broader strategic commercial objective to 

attract direct competition on existing ‘thick’ domestic routes to Heathrow.

The analysis reported later in this presentation reviewed both these aspects, and at the 

optioneering phase examined the effect of differential apportionment of available slots 

between these two competing  markets.



Commissioning of the Slots Study

In addition to a robust methodology for domestic slot allocation capable of securing 

widespread support within Government which RABA has undertaken from its own 

resources, we have been commissioned by Heathrow to undertake further work to advice 

them as part of their DCO process:

(a) on how best to allocate their £10m RDF

(b) the potential for regional match funding for the RDF or PSOs

(c) commercial evaluations of the most promising domestic markets that they can then 

use to engage with airlines about expanding existing or introducing new markets in 

both the medium (if DfT allow operational changes to release 25,000 slots on the 

existing runways), and longer term 



Our methodology involves a series of sifts and an optioneering evaluation based on different scenarios 

for the number of slots available and how they might be distributed (e.g. to optimise geographical 

coverage, encourage competition, minimise subsidy and optimise the functioning of the hub –

connecting passengers)

The intention was to identify four types of route:

1. Thick routes that may merit the introduction of competition

2. Routes that currently have a London connection but not to LHR

3. New markets that currently do not have a direct London service, but are potentially 

commercially sustainable after initial support

4. Thin routes that may require ongoing PSO protection

Study Methodology



POSSIBLE POLICY INSTRUMENTS TO DELIVER PROTECTED 
REGIONAL SLOTS – OR SOME MIXTURE THEREOF

1. Planning conditions or voluntary arrangements 

2. Public Service Obligations

3. Route Development Funds

4. Slot Regulations

5. Traffic Distribution Rules

6. Bespoke ‘Regional’ Pier at Terminal

7. Pricing regime to protect regional aircraft



SECRETARIAT ANALYSIS

Key Criteria

• + 3hr travel time to LHR by other 

modes

• Access time to other major UK 

airport with large route network & LH 

(+1.5 hrs)

• Links to at least two alternative hubs

• Market size – minimum x2 daily 

frequency using 78-seatt aircraft

• Commercial sustainability

• Three hour total travel time to airside 

for onward connections

Important Considerations

Catchment overlaps

Eligibility of airports currently with no 

commercial services

Opportunity to offer integrated one-stop 

connections

Impact of HS2

Connecting as well as P2P market

Link secondary cities & Development Areas

Destinations willing to support Growth 

Partnership



Nos Airport A B C

1 Aberdeen P

2 Belfast City P

3 Edinburgh P

4 Glasgow P

5 Manchester P

6 Inverness P

7 Cornwall Newquay P

8 Leeds Bradford P

9 Newcastle P

10 Guernsey P P Airports With Existing Links to LHR

11 Isle of Man P P Airports without Existing Links to LHR

12 Jersey P P

13 Dundee P P Option A: All Connected to LHR or Other London Airport

14 Londonderry P P Option: No LHR Link but Strong Geographical Case 

15 Belfast International P P Option C: No LHR Link but Strong Connectivity Case 

16 Cardiff P

17 Liverpool P

18 Durham Tees Valley P P

19 Humberside P

20 Prestwick P P

21 Carlisle P P

22 Doncaster Sheffield P

23 Blackpool P P

24 Exeter P

25 Norwich P

26 Plymouth P P

Nos of Destinations 16 5 5

SIFT OPTIONS CONSIDERED FOR LINKS TO LONDON



Nos Airport Regional Airports with 

Existing Commercial Air 

Links to LHR that would 

support competition

Regional Airports with 

Existing Commercial Air 

Links to LHR competition 

unlikely

Regional Airports 

with Existing 

Commercial Air Links 

to other London 

Airports 

Regional Airports with 

Existing Subsidised Air 

Links to other London 

Airports

Regional Airports with No 

Links to London but with a 

market potentially large 

enough to operate 

commercially

Regional Airports with 

No Links to London; 

Market may require 

initial subsidy to develop 

link to LHR

Regional Airports with 

No Links to London 

where Market may 

require on-

going subsidy

Other Airports that might 

be considered for routes to 

Heathrow based on 

Geography and market size

1 Aberdeen P

2 Belfast City P

3 Edinburgh P

4 Glasgow P

5 Manchester P

6 Inverness P

7 Cornwall Newquay P

8 Leeds Bradford P

9 Newcastle P

10 Guernsey P

11 Isle of Man P

12 Jersey P

13 Dundee P

14 Londonderry P

15 Belfast International P

16 Cardiff P

17 Liverpool P

18 Durham Tees Valley P

19 Humberside P

20 Prestwick P

21 Carlisle P

22 Doncaster Sheffield P

23 Blackpool P

24 Exeter P

25 Norwich P

26 Plymouth P

Nos of Destinations 5 4 3 2 3 3 2 4

Cumulative Destinations 5 9 12 14 17 20 22 26

RABA PROPOSALS FOR DOMESTIC NETWORK OF AIR LINKS TO LHR WHEN R3 OPERATIONAL



CATCHMENTS DESERVING OF CONSIDERATION

Any comprehensive national connectivity strategy should bear in mind those areas that likely cannot 

justify a direct connection or require significant investment and a business case to be developed.  

Seamless onward travel and timetable coordination should be prepared at the transit airports with 

code sharing if at all possible.
Nos Airport Onward Link to LHR Investment / Business Case Required

1 Sumburgh Aberdeen/Inverness Relatively Straightforward to institute

2 Kirkwall Aberdeen/Inverness Relatively Straightforward to institute

3 Wick John O'Groats Aberdeen/Edinburgh Relatively Straightforward to institute

4 Stornoway Glasgow/Inverness Relatively Straightforward to institute

5 Benbecula Glasgow Relatively Straightforward to institute

6 Barra Glasgow Relatively Straightforward to institute

7 Skye/Broadford Glasgow/Edinburgh Relatively Straightforward to institute

8 Tiree Glasgow Relatively Straightforward to institute

9 Oban Glasgow Yes

10 Islay Glasgow Relatively Straightforward to institute

11 Campbeltown Glasgow Relatively Straightforward to institute

12 Stranraer (Freugh) Manchester Yes

13 Enniskillen Glasgow/Manchester Yes

14 Barrow on Furness Direct Yes

15 Anglesey Cardiff Relatively Straightforward to institute

16 Haverfordwest Cardiff Yes

17 St Marys (Scilly) Cornwall Airport Newquay Relatively Straightforward to institute

18 Bembridge (IOW) Direct Yes

19 Alderney Guernsey Relatively Straightforward to institute



CONSUMERS SHOULD BE AT THE HEART OF AVIATION 
STRATEGY

• Consumers want to ‘fly local’ and access air services near to their home or work

• International businesses want to locate close to airports, and regional ‘cold spots’ are less likely 

to attract inward investment or endogenous businesses wishing to trade internationally without 

the availability of local air access

• Local airports increase regional granularity of inward investment and inbound tourism

• Also delivers better support for nationwide city-region initiatives and positive development of a 

more balanced regional economy UK wide

• Yet…air operators naturally drawn to require passengers to travel large distances to access their 

services for economies of scale benefits

• A consumer-centric approach must support FlyLocal solutions

MAXIMISING IMPACT OF AVIATION REQUIRES NEEDS TO BUSINESS 
TRAVELLERS TAKE HIGH PRIORITY – CONVENIENT AND ADEQUATE 

FREQUENCY SERVICES TO KEY DESTINATIONS AND FACILITATIVE HUBS



REGIONAL RE-BALANCING

Reducing productivity disparities between regions is a policy goal of the Government.  This broad policy goal has a mixture 

of political, social and economic content which extends well beyond the wider impacts which are likely to be captured in a 

transport cost-benefit analysis compliant with WebTAG.

• In political terms, it is considered unfair or unjust that regional economic disparities have grown so large as to conflict 

with the ‘opportunity society’ and threaten social cohesion.

• The Green Book argues that the marginal utility of income is higher at lower levels of real income, so this might 

support costless transfers of economic activity of given value from high income to low income regions.

• The economy might be run closer to capacity if it is well-balanced across sectors and regions than if it is less well-

balanced;

• It is desirable to maintain population in remote places and that air travel is an enabler of that;

• Making Better Use of Existing Capacity:- There are efficiency gains if economic activity and population can be located in 

places where there is spare capacity in infrastructure (transport, energy, water, health, education) rather than places 

where there is no spare capacity.  



PSO PROTOCOLS

Market Failure



Dimension Notes

Regional Development 

justification

France, Ireland (previously), Italy, Greece and Norway, and 

Germany’s Rostock Laage PSO experiment.

Lifeline Services justification UK, Finland, Germany largely limited their PSOs to only this 

justification at that time

Affordability There are a wide range of accepted PSO specified fares across 

Europe. Greek flights were five times cheaper than Swedish 

flights in a 2007 sample.

Size of Aircraft From 8 seat Islanders to Boeing 747-400 with over 400 seats 

available on the Paris Orly to Ajaccio route during the 

summer peak

Minimum specifications Vary enormously and can include issues such as cabin service, 

discretionary fares, pressurised aircraft, timetable 

specifications, booking systems and interlining requirements.

Length of route From inter-continental to the shortest scheduled flight in the 

world from Kirkwall to Papa Westray

% of domestic market Varies from less than 1% in UK, Germany and Finland to over 

13% in France, Italy and Ireland in Cranfield’s 2007 summary 

report

Amount of Subsidy France Portugal and Norway have the most expensive EU 

PSO systems

Subsidy per passenger This can even vary widely even within a country.  In Sweden 

Göran Anger, Johan Holmér and Pär-Erik Westin reported 

per passenger subsidy varying between €338 to €33 on 

different routes in 2007.

Linking with Capital Only the UK does not have PSOs linking with its capital (this 

has since changed with 3 London PSOs)

Type of PSO Domestic long-haul, mainland-island, inter island, international.  

Different countries use different mixes.

PSO Diversity Summary (from 2013)

PSOs may only be imposed on routes that are considered 

vital for the economic and social development of the region 

which the airport serves.  

This is a necessary condition for any of the above-

mentioned type of routes, and the assessment is always to 

be performed taking into account the specific 

circumstances of the case. 

Member States enjoy a certain margin of discretion when it 

comes to judging the vital character of a route. 

However, this discretion has to be exercised on the basis of 

objective factors regarding connectivity needs in 

accordance with the Regulation, as well as EU law more 

generally.

Baltic Bird - Moderation and elaboration of  PSO/RDF guidelines - Workpacks 1.0 and 1.1 (2013)



UNDUE FEAR OF MARKET DISTORTION

We note that government intervention is driven ‘by evidence to ensure market distortion is kept to a minimum.’  

We however see little evidence of PSO interventions causing market distortions.  Indeed the very opposite seems 

to be the case:-

1. The 2014 Interpretative PSO Guidelines admitted that  Another reason for adopting these guidelines is the lack, to 

date, of case law of the Court of Justice concerning PSOs established under Regulation No 1008/2008.  Indeed the 

Commission’s case against certain restrictive aspects in some Italian PSO specifications seem to have been the 

only main case that has been taken up.  We know of no UK PSO complaints.

2. In addition to the experience gained by the Commission in the application of the rules on PSOs as laid down 

in the Regulation, the 2014 Guidelines also take account of the State aid rules.  While  the Commission receives 

many questions concerning the PSOs in general, almost on a daily basis and mainly from the Member States, the 

number of formal complaints – all lodged by airlines and  airports – has been very limited. These guidelines are 

intended to tackle the issues most frequently raised by the national authorities, airlines and airports. 

3. The 2014 EU Aviation State Aid Guidelines were a result of extensive consultation and review and in essence 

the PSO regulations were not amended or updated in that iteration (indeed essentially since 1992) indicating 

that they are very largely ‘fit for purpose’.



‘NATIONAL’ AIRPORTS

• We welcome that the DfT fully recognises the importance of onward connectivity in helping regions 

access more long-haul destinations and in the consideration of the use of PSOs (unlike in 2013 

protocols).

• We were surprised by this new category of airport posited by the Green Paper in what were termed 

National Airports.  National airports, to which passengers are willing to travel further, offer an 

extensive range of short and long-haul destinations.  They have an influence well beyond their local 

catchment area, such as Edinburgh and Manchester. 

• We do not see that new routes to ‘national’ airports, where now justified through onward connectivity 

benefits, as some sort of limitation on a PSO to a regional centre.  We would point to several mainland 

regional centres such as Cardiff, Glasgow, Oban and Southampton (imminently) that are hosts to PSOs, 

and we see no reason to forestall any future innovations by the ‘National’ Airport device.  

• Point to point considerations should not now, in our view, apparently be excluded.  Obviously onward 

connectivity is an added attraction for any region and the superior attractions of certain airports will 

be part of any socio-economic assessments.



VALUE FOR MONEY & FUNDING

The demand forecasts for the route, the financial performance and the assessed user benefits are important.  An 
assessment of where the traffic is coming from, to what extent diverted from other airports and modes and to 
what extent generated. The wider impacts can only occur if transport sector impacts occur, so the place to start is 
with the transport cost benefit analysis. If there is no generated traffic there will be no, or at best very limited, 
wider economic impacts.

If transport sector impacts occur then impacts on the wider economy may also occur. 

The principal channels from the transport sector to the wider economy vary from case to case – particularly in 
scale, but also in how they manifest in the economy.  One would expect growth in economic activity in the 
regions, to be most likely displaced from elsewhere in the country.  This growth is most likely in the service sector, 
but air services also support tourism and regional manufacturing. 

Such growth is likely to stimulate an increase in productivity in the region through an increase in competitive 
effects associated worth more trade and attracting inward investment. 

Where the regional activity is displaced then of interest are both regional and net effects. 

However, none of these growth effects are additional unless market failures are present in the regional or national 
economies.  To this extent context is everything.  It is very likely that the types of market failure that are relevant 
will vary between different projects, as the regional economies will vary in the market failures they exhibit and the 
industrial sectors that are relevant.



MARKET FAILURE

This should not just be a function of where airlines cannot make a 

route work.  

Surely it is where air connectivity is not providing the connectivity 

that serves the growth needs of the regional catchment. 

(proportionality between the envisaged obligation and the economic 

development needs of the region concerned)

Market failure in the regional economy needs to be demonstrated, 

and if it does whether the economic impact of improved regional 

connectivity will be positive.

Where there is good evidence of market failure, or overriding 

social or economic need, then intervention should be positive and 

encouraged, not doled out in such a way as to guarantee failure. 

Peak Economics Report Table highlights how little of possible effects 

are captured by Webtag and also how some benefits are difficult to 

measure

Wider Economic Impacts of Regional Air Connectivity DfT (Peak Economics) 2018)

file:///C:/Users/user/Documents/HI%20Green%20Paper/Draft%20Final/peakeconomics.co.uk/wider-economic-impacts-of-regional-air-connectivity/


PSO APPRAISAL SYSTEM

• If a link is ‘vital’ (necessary for the continuation of life) for the social and economic development of 

the region then the primary concern should not be value for money, but the urgency and 

effectiveness of the intervention.

• Proportionality of the intervention should of course be a guiding consideration.  

• It is widely recognised that not all the benefits of connectivity are able to be easily or accurately 

quantified, and also that some are only transfers within the UK system and not additional.

• PSO applications should quantify what can be quantified, and highlight and evidence those 

aspects that are less easy to quantify.  Considerations around inter regional transfers and long 

term effects should also be aired. Conformance with broader UK economic and social policy 

relating to regional development and re-balancing the economy should also be combined with 

the special needs of the catchment under consideration.

• Although the limits of  VFM should be appreciated efforts should be made to quantify those 

aspects that are measurable.



PSO APPRAISAL SYSTEM

• The use of the subsidy per seat index is of interest, but should not be taken as a gold standard 

of  VFM.

• Any guidelines should recognise that business travellers offer higher benefit than leisure 

travellers and quantity and quality do not exactly concur.

• We do not measure the Queen’s Flight or the PM’s private charters primarily on a cost per seat 

basis, as there is a recognition that important tasks can bear higher costs.  In a similarly 

proportionate way air connectivity can keep key businesses and the local industry champions 

productive is a way that subsidy per seat will find hard to capture.

• One abiding lesson is there is not easy one size fits all to such policy and the special 

circumstances of the catchment (as outlined in the Peak Economics report) should be well 

documented so that a more rounded judgement can be made.



RING FENCING SLOTS

• The Green Paper appears not yet to have finally addressed a central 

concern of the UK regions – ring fencing slots for regional use.

• The Green Paper should grasp this nettle.

• PSOs offer one widely recognised way that ring fencing can be achieved.

• The DfT does not air the potential for both ‘Open’ and ‘Closed’ PSOs 

(without subsidy) being used on regional routes (where the market is 

strong enough to economically support them) for such a purpose. 

• The assumption seems to be that a PSO always requires subsidy.  



The UK Approach to State Intervention in Aviation - A Missed Opportunity?



GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS

How could the policy proposals be improved to maximise their impact and effectiveness in 
addressing the issues that have been identified?
Clarity of team playing and resource sharing both across government departments and with 
other tiers of government would be helpful especially because of the strong recognition that 
transport generally and air transport in particular are facilitative aspects of so many other 
government goals. 
How should the proposals described be prioritised, based on their importance and urgency?
Qualifying Criteria for Regional Access should be agreed, and clarity of purpose so that the full 
advantages in terms of preparation can be made for globalising the UK regions.
Regions need security of tenure, and not be the plaything of market forces.  PSO designation is 
one, but maybe not the only way, that this can be achieved.  Decisions are needed here.
Are you aware of any relevant additional evidence that should be taken into account?
The LHR Slot study RABA Group has worked on has largely been the source document for this 
submission



GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS

What implementation issues need to be considered and how should these be approached?
Clarity on delivery mechanisms, or perhaps even clarity on how those delivery mechanisms can 
be agreed and developed, would be helpful.  Comprehensive and meaningful stakeholder 
engagement seems to be a wise way forward.  RABA Group members offer to play a role, and are 
keen not to be by-passed.
What burdens, both financial and regulatory, are likely to need to be managed and how might 
those be addressed?
RABA Group aver that regional airports (and regional connectivity generally) require special 
attention and would like to see a raft of coherent regional policies of which aviation can be a 
part emerge.
Are there any options or policy approaches that have not been included in this chapter that
should be considered for inclusion in the aviation strategy?
Our critique of policy blindspots above indicate areas we feel are currently poorly attended to.
Looking ahead to 2050, are there any other long term challenges which need to be addressed?
The ACARE 2050 developed an ambitious target for European transport integration (e.g. 90% of 
population be able to get door to door anywhere in Europe within 4 hours).  Is UK policy signed 
up to this ambition and how is it going to achieve it.  We consider that vibrant local airports will 
be requisite to any such policy. 



GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS

To what extent do these proposals provide the right approach to support the 

complex and varied role that airports play in their regions?

We consider that there is timidness and a laissez faire attitude in relation to much regional 

connectivity issues, and recommend that government agrees with ‘the regions’ what are key 

strategic connectivity goals, and what must be done to achieve these.  Focusing on market 

mechanisms and minimal interventions just does not meet regional aspirations.

We have prepared related submissions on ensuring that aviation’s impact is maximised in the 

regions, that regional economic re-balancing is committed to with conviction and that full 

opportunity is taken of the existing regional assets, including the assets and environs of RABA 

Group airports.

To what extent are the proposals on skills the right approach to ensuring the 

aviation sector is able to train and retain the next generation of aviation 

professionals?

Dealt with in another submission


